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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which operators must use the Unit of Measurement attribute and
value if the input key figure is using Unit of Measure
conversion?
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Snapshot operator
B. Disaggregation operator
C. Statistical forecasting operator
D. Advanced simulation operator
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
The following example identifies user accounts that failed to
log in more than five times in the last day, and when they last
attempted to log in.
let timeframe = 1d;
SecurityEvent
| where TimeGenerated &gt; ago(1d)
| where AccountType == 'User' and EventID == 4625 // 4625 failed log in
| summarize failed_login_attempts=count(),
latest_failed_login=arg_max(TimeGenerated, Account) by Account
| where failed_login_attempts &gt; 5
| project-away Account1
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/log-query/
examples

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. EXCHANGE
B. LOADING
C. DOWN
D. EXSTART
Answer: D
Explanation:
You can check the output of "debug ip ospf adj" here:
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